
Crescendo Panel System 



Crescendo 

At the apex of flexibility, Crescendo stands alone. 

Its elegant post and rail design gives you options 

at every intersection. Monolithic panels and doors 

create office suites where there were once only 

cubicles, and a variety of panel heights and finish 

options provide a unified, but never uniform, environment. 
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Crescendo 

Coordinating storage and paper management solutions let 

you customize each workstation to its task. Marker boards 

and peninsulashaped worksurfaces make collaborative projects 

more harmonious, while open frame and glass panels used in 

combination with traditional fabric tiles strike a balance between 

visbility and acoustic privacy. 
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Crescendo 

Start small. Crescendo is uniquely expandable. Not only can you add components to existing 

workstations, because panel interiors remain accessible postinstallation, you can capitalize on 

Crescendo’s most powerful options whenever it’s most convenient for you. 

Power and data are accessible from the tiles at four working heights and within the worksurface 

thanks to the discrete PowerUp module. Layin cable management captures excess cable so your 

plans for future expansion stay under wraps until you reveal them. 
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Crescendo 

Dream big. At reconfiguration time Crescendo’s flexibility really pays off. 

Existing panels can be raised to new heights with stackable tiles, or taken down 

a notch without disturbing cables or adjacent panels. Adding on to panel runs 

is simple as well, requiring only two additional parts to continue a panel run. 

Even fullscale renovations are made easier and more costeffective with Crescendo. 

Standardized components let you order exactly what you need, and repurpose 

materials rather than warehousing them. 
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Crescendo 

The value of this system extends beyond the office door as well. Many of 

Crescendo’s source materials, including its steel frames and aluminum trim 

contain recycled content. Recycled fabric options are also available, and at 

the end of its lifecycle, the entire system can be easily dissembled into 

recyclable materials. 

Greenguard certification ensures that Crescendo contributes to a healthy 

workplace as well. The furniture’s rating improves indoor air quality, 

making it a product you can feel good about from day one. 
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Working together to make a difference! 

UNICOR 
320 First Street N.W. Building 400 
Washington, D.C. 20534 
800.827.3168 
unicor.gov/ofg | ofgsales@central.unicor.gov 
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